
ver the years as the sands shift I
have written about this topic. In
times of very limited supply,
buyers who have finally found
what they are looking for want

to bring certainty into the acquisition process.
Out of fear of a seller finding a higher price,
the buyer may be willing to have their deposit
become non-refundable at contract signing
tied to very fair and equitable delivery condi-
tions that are negotiated during the contract
phase.

In times of supply-rich markets where sell-
ers find themselves with much more elongat-
ed selling cycles and buyers have a huge
amount of supply to choose from, the seller
who may have finally risen to the top of the
pack strictly based on price may work to get a
“Hard” deal so that the buyer cannot continue
to fish in the hope of an even better deal prior
to closing.

The idea of certainty in a transaction is not
a bad concept. However, it can be very com-
plicated for both sides to agree. It is almost an
art, not a science. The idea of a deposit becom-
ing ‘non-refundable’ at contract signing,
before the pre-purchase inspection has even
started – let alone completed, can be very
uncomfortable for a buyer.

In what would be considered a “Soft” deal
the deposit is put into escrow at the signing of
the LOI. The buyer and seller then begin
working on the contract and typically all of
the deposit language is worked out and
memorialized in that document. In the Soft
deal the contract signing does not really have
an impact on the refundability of the deposit.
What triggers the non-refundablility of the
deposit would be a conditional technical
acceptance that occurs within a few days fol-
lowing the presentation by the inspecting
facility of the report of findings from the
inspection. (This report has several sections
dealing with the condition of the aircraft; the
functionality of its systems; the records and
the AD and SB status.) Combined, the buyer
and the seller understand the aircraft and can
then build the acceptance based on required
correction of items to match the delivery
conditions in the contract.

I mentioned ‘conditional’ because although

the buyer is telling the seller, “If you fix these
items I will buy the aircraft”, the acceptance
comes prior to the items being fixed and the
aircraft being returned to service. Not only are
mechanical and records work due in order to
make the aircraft meet the conditions, but free
and clear title must be evidenced at closing to
complete the delivery conditions.

The reality to a seller of a Soft deal is that
the aircraft is off-market for what could be as
long as six weeks with the buyer still able to
contractually reject the aircraft at their sole
discretion – possibly for no reason to do with
the condition of the aircraft or its records.
Naturally, a seller could feel the buyer has all
the rights and the seller shoulders all the risk.

In older aircraft that are not necessarily
unique, it tends to be very difficult to get a
buyer to agree to a non-refundable deposit at
contract signing, no matter how clear the
required delivery conditions are. It is typically
a unique quality about the aircraft or a strong
market condition in one direction or the other
that would enable that. Either there is so
much supply that the seller has dramatically
lowered their price (and as I mentioned above
seeks certainty in securing the buyer) or the
market is very strong with little-to-no supply
– in which case the buyer wants to secure the
seller to prevent them being enticed with a
better offer prior to closing.

This scenario could be further complicated
if the buyer puts a large non-refundable
deposit down and is thus engaged in buying
the airplane. The seller is obliged to make the
aircraft comply with the delivery condition,
but the buyer requires the seller to put a sub-

stantial amount of
deposit down to
ensure that they
are committed to
complete the
transaction. The
buyer could rea-
son that they have
all the risk, where-
as little is in place
to force the seller
to comply with
the delivery condi-
tions and fix cer-
tain items to comply with the contract.

Often in this set of circumstances some
amount of corresponding deposit may be put
up by the seller; and at the very least a seller
may be forced to agree to repay a buyer all
costs associated with the movement of the air-
craft, cost of the inspection, and even reim-
burse reasonable attorney fees. This will set
some standard of cost and keep a seller from
considering not completing the transaction
due to the cost to comply with the corrective
action, as called out by the inspection.

My best advice in the area of the deposit
and the deal structure is to work as a buying
and selling team and try to understand the
motivation of the other side. I assure you that
somewhere in that conversation clear minds
will prevail and a deal will get done. Both
sides want certainty and neither side should
have an imbalance of risk.

This market will get back on its feet, and a
good demand/supply balance will once again
emerge.
❯ Jay Mesinger is the CEO and Founder of Mesinger
Jet Sales. Jay serves on the Jet Aviation Customer
and Airbus Corporate Jets Business Aviation
Advisory Boards (BAAB). Jay is also a member of
EBAA and the Colorado Airport Business
Association (CABA). If you would like to join in on
conversations relating to trends in Business
Aviation, share your comments on Jay’s blog
www.jetsales.com/blog, Twitter and LinkedIn. For
more information visit www.jetsales.com.
Do you have any questions or opinions on the
above topic? Get them answered/published in
World Aircraft Sales Magazine. Email feedback to: 
editorial@avbuyer.com
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